
 

 

  

Abstract—Ventricular fibrillation is a very important health 

problem as is the cause of most of the sudden deaths in the world. 

Waves of electrical activity are sent by the SA node, propagate 

through the cardiac tissue and activate the mechanisms of cell 

contraction, and therefore are responsible to pump blood to the body 

harmonically. A spiral wave is an abnormal auto sustainable wave 

that is responsible of certain types of arrhythmias. When these waves 

break up, give rise to the fibrillation regime, in which there is a 

complete loss in the coordination of the contraction of the heart 

muscle. Interaction of spiral waves and obstacles is also of great 

importance as it is believed that the attachment of a spiral wave to an 

obstacle can provide with a transition of two different arrhythmias. 

An obstacle can be partially excitable or non excitable. In this talk, 

we present a numerical study of the interaction of meandering spiral 

waves with partially and non excitable obstacles and focus on the 

problem where the obstacle plays a fundamental role in the switch 

between different spiral regimes, which represent different 

arrhythmic regimes. Particularly, we study the phenomenon of 

destabilization of spiral waves due to the presence of obstacles, a 

phenomenon not completely understood (This work will appear as a 

Chapter in a Book named Cardiac Arrhytmias by INTECH under the 

name ”Spiral Waves, Obstacles and Cardiac Arrhythmias”, ISBN 

979-953-307-050-5.). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HE propagation of electrical waves through cardiac tissue 

is a very important phenomenon to study since those 

waves activate the mechanisms for cardiac contraction, 

responsible to pump blood to the body. An electrical wave of 

excitation, called also an action potential wave, is initiated 

periodically at a place called the sinoatrial node, the natural 

pacemaker of the heart. This wave, propagates throughout the 

atria where it arrives at the atrioventricular node, where after 

some time delay, it propagates to the ventricles via the 

Purkinje fibers [1]. In normal conditions, this process is 

repeated approximately 70 to 100 times each minute and is 

commonly referred to as a heartbeat. The condition at which 

abnormal generation or propagation of excitation waves 

during the process described above, is termed as arrhythmia. 

One of the proposed mechanisms involved in the 

development of certain type of arrhythmias, are spiral waves, a 

particular form of functional reentry [2], [3]. Spiral waves, are 

self sustained waves of excitation that rotate freely or around 

an obstacle, reactivating the same area of tissue at a higher 

frequency than the normal SA node would do, increasing the 
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normal heartbeat rate. In the worst scenario, a spiral wave 

might break up into smaller spiral waves giving uncoordinated 

contractions of the heart in a phenomenon known as 

fibrillation. When this phenomenon occurs in the ventricles, 

the heart quivers and loses its strength to pump blood to the 

body leading to immediate cardiac arrest [1], [2]. Fibrillation, 

is the main cause of death in industrialized countries [2], [4]-  

[6]. 

An important research area is the study of the interaction of 

spiral waves in cardiac tissue with obstacles. Obstacles in 

cardiac tissue can be partially excitable or non excitable. 

Examples of partially excitable obstacles are scar tissue [7] or 

ionic heterogeneities [7]-[9], whereas examples of non 

excitable obstacles are arteries [9] or the natural orifices in the 

atria [10]. It has been observed that an obstacle in cardiac 

tissue might act as a stabilizer of spiral wave dynamics [9], 

[11]-[15], as it provides a transition between meandering 

spiral waves [12] or multiple spiral waves [9], [16] into a 

simple rotation spiral, which is attached to the obstacle. This 

transition is clinically important because as it has been shown, 

fibrillation like activity changes to a tachycardia regime [14]. 

The interaction of spiral waves with obstacles and its 

relationship with the transition between different arrhythmic 

regimes has been experimentally and computationally studied 

by different researchers [9], [10], [12], [16]-[18]. 

 Valderrabano et al. [9] studied in a cardiac tissue 

preparation the transition between ventricular fibrillation and 

ventricular tachycardia due to the presence of obstacles; Ikeda 

et al. [12], also considered the transition of different 

arrhythmic regimes due to the attachment of a spiral wave to 

an obstacle of minimum size. Shajahan et al. [16] used the 

Luo-Rudy and Panfilov models to study the transition of spiral 

turbulence to a simple rotating spiral wave due to the presence 

of an obstacle, which again provides a transition between 

different arrhythmic regimes; Xie et al. [19] presented a 

computational study of the effects of regional ischemia on the 

stability of a spiral wave; Azene et al. [10] carried out a 

computational study of the attachment and detachment of 

wavefronts to obstacles based on the Luo-Rudy model; Olmos 

[20] studied the interaction of spiral waves in a particular case 

of the meandering regime, with rectangular obstacles. The aim 

in that work was to understand better necessary conditions in 

order to obtain attachment of the meandering spiral wave to 

the obstacle. 

However, the interaction of spiral waves with obstacles and 

its relationship with transitions between different arrhythmic 

regimes, is a topic that has not been completely understood. 

For example, the interaction of a spiral wave in the 

meandering regime with an obstacle, has not previously being 

considered. Such interactions can be very complex [21], [22], 

and the determination of the conditions for which a 

meandering spiral wave attaches to an obstacle is an important 
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endeavor. On the other hand, it has been considered that the 

presence of obstacles can be only of a stabilizing nature, 

which is not always the case. Therefore, the main objective of 

this work is to present a numerical study of the interaction of 

spiral waves with obstacles and to show the existence of 

different transitions due to the presence of obstacles. 

By considering non-excitable and partially excitable 

obstacles we will show that obstacles cannot only stabilize the 

dynamics as shown in [12]-[14], but also, they can act as 

destabilizers. In both cases and by different mechanisms, the 

obstacle might act as a switch between two arrhythmic 

regimes, in which one is less dangerous than the other. In the 

case of non-excitable obstacles, it is shown that under certain 

conditions like the size of the obstacle, a more complex 

arrhythmia might appear. 

To this end, this work will consist in the following sections. 

We start by presenting a general background about generation 

and propagation of action potentials (Section II). In Section 

III, we describe the model equations considered in the 

simulations. Then, in Section IV the formation of a spiral 

wave is discussed. In the same section, we discuss the 

concepts of meandering and drift of spirals, which will be 

essential in explaining the results in this work. We follow this 

section by presenting the results obtained with partially 

excitable obstacles and non-excitable obstacles (Sections V 

and VI). We finish this work with Section VII by presenting 

some conclusions, limitations and open questions in this topic. 

II. GENERATION AND PROPAGATION OF AN ACTION POTENTIAL 

An important electrical property of atrial and ventricular 

cells is excitability. At rest, a ventricular cell has a 

transmembrane potential of about u = -84mV [43], which is 

called the resting membrane potential (RMP). If a short time 

pulse of current is applied such that the new potential is below 

-60mV, the value of u will return to the RMP immediately. 

However, if the potential is raised above u = -60mV, the 

transmembrane potential will undergo a large excursion 

raising its value approximately to 28mV, generating a peak, 

then a plateau and finally return to the RMP (Fig. 1). This 

phenomenon is called an action potential (AP) and cells with 

this property are called excitable cells. The value of u above 

which an AP is elicited, which in this case is u ≈ -60mV, is 

called the threshold potential value uth. 

Changes in the membrane potential are due mainly to the 

passage of Na+, K+ and Ca++ ions via ion channels and 

other mechanisms through the cell membrane. The ion 

channels are membrane proteins which allow the passage 

across the membrane of specific type of ions between the 

interior and exterior of the cell. An essential part of the work 

by Hodgkin and Huxley [23] was to establish that the Na, K 

and Ca channels can be opened or closed, and that state 

depends on the membrane potential at a given time. 

The general mechanism by which an AP is generated is as 

follows: Initially the cell is at rest i.e. the potential across the 

cell membrane is at the RMP value. When the current is 

applied such that the new potential is above uth, Na channels 

open in a fast time scale and a flux of Na+ inside the cell, 

follows (Fig. 1A). The Na current is responsible for the rapid 

 
Fig. 1 Membrane potential u versus time during an AP. Represen- 

tative mechanisms involved in the generation of an AP in a cardiac 

cell. 

change in u, which changes dramatically from -60mV to 28mV 

in a phenomenon called depolarization. In Fig. 1B, K channels 

open in a slow time scale compared to the time scale of the Na 

channels opening, and K+ flow outside the cell. In Fig. 1C, the 

Na channels close and the K+ current lowers the membrane 

potential generating a peak in the AP. After that, Ca channels 

open in a slow time scale and a flow of Ca++ from outside to 

inside the cell occurs (Fig. 1D). During this stage, K and Ca 

currents move in the opposite direction, generating what is 

called a plateau (Fig. 1E). Finally, both channels close and the 

membrane potential returns to the RMP value (Fig. 1F). 

 
Fig. 2 Propagation of an AP. The propagation is taken over a hypo- 

thetical large myocyte 

 

Each location of the cell membrane, once it has a response 

above uth, will experience an AP. The AP generated in a cell 

location, with the proper conditions [24], will propagate 

through the rest of the cell and through the cardiac tissue. The 

general mechanism by which an AP travels through cardiac 
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muscle can be explained by considering a large single cell as 

shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, it is considered that an AP is 

propagating only in the x direction and from right to left. At 

location A, the membrane potential is at the RMP value and it 

is ready to accept an AP. At point B, an AP has just been 

elicited. At point C, an AP is in process and at this location the 

cell is in refractory state and another AP cannot be generated. 

During this stage the Na channels, responsible for the 

depolarization of the cell, are closed and remain inactive for a 

time called the refractory period. Finally, at location D, an AP 

has just passed and at this location the membrane potential has 

almost returned to the RMP value. 

Therefore, the propagation of the AP is as follows. At 

location B, where the AP has just been elicited, Na ions are 

entering to the cell. These ions generate a current in the x 

direction due to the concentration gradient in a neighborhood 

of point B. These ions move to location A, increasing its 

corresponding u value until it reaches uth. Then, an AP is 

elicited at location A, and the AP advances in space. 

Therefore, propagation of the AP follows. 

III. THE MODEL EQUATIONS 

In order to make simulations we consider equations of the 

reaction-diffusion type given by 

              )(
1

)( ion

m

I
C

uD
t

u
−∇⋅∇=

∂

∂                           (1) 

where, u is the transmembrane potential, D is the conductivity 

tensor, Cm is the capacitance and Iion is the sum of the different 

ionic currents. There are different forms in which Iion can be 

chosen, depending on which cell type is considered. For 

example the Luo-Rudy [25] or the Priebe-Beuckelmann [26] 

models are considered for ventricular cells, whereas the 

Courtemanche [27] and the Nygren [28] models were 

developed for atrial cells. Other models are the Yanagihara 

model for the sinoatrial node [29], and the DiFrancesco- 

Noble model for the Purkinje cells [30]. A complete list of 

models can be found in [31]. 

In this work, we consider the ionic currents given by Fenton 

and Karma [32]. This set of equations is a minimal model and 

was designed to mimic the behavior of complex models with a 

minimum number of variables. 

The Fenton-Karma (FK) equations are of the reaction 

diffusion type. They are given by 
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In this case, u = u(x; t) measures the membrane potential at 

a location x and time t, whereas v and w are gate variables. Ifi, 

Iso and Isi denote fast inward, slow outward and slow inward 

currents, respectively. Also D = 0:001, Cm = 1,τd = 0.403, τr = 

50.0, τsi = 44.84, τo = 8.3, τ
+
v  =3.33, τ

-
v1= 1000.0, τ

-
v2=19:2,  

τ+w = 667.0, τ
-
w =11; uc =0.13; uv = 0.055, uc

si
= 0:85. Θ(x) is 

the Heaviside step function. Numerically, we consider Θ(x) as  

 

))50tanh(1(
2

1
)( xx +=Θ  

 

Equations (2) are solved in a rectangular domain Ω=[-7,7] ×   
[-7,7] using finite differences with N = 512 points in each 

dimension. Advancing in time is done with Euler as in [32] 

with dt = 0.125. At the domain boundary and at the boundary 

of non-excitable obstacles (Section VI), no-flux boundary 

conditions were imposed. Boundary conditions at obstacles 

were implemented as done in [33]. 

IV. GENERATION OF A SPIRAL WAVE 

Spiral waves have been observed to occur in cardiac tissue 

[12], [15], [34] and in computer models [20], [34], [35]. There 

are different ways in which a spiral wave might be generated. 

For example, spiral waves arise when an unexcitable obstacle 

is stimulated with high frequency of AP [36]; they can also be 

generated by using the method of cross-field stimulation [15]; 

and they might arise due to the appearance of ectopic beats 

[35]. Ectopic beats can arise due to abnormal calcium cycling 

[37] or by overload of calcium inside the cell [38].A particular 

and simple way in which the formation of a spiral wave can be 

explained, is shown in Fig. 3, where a solution of Eq. (2) is 

shown for four different integration times. In Fig. 3A, a pulse 

travels from left to right as shown by the direction of the 

arrows. After the pulse has passed, an ectopic firing appears at 

the back of the pulse. The ectopic firing starts propagating in 

all directions except at the back of the front where the region 

is still in refractory state (Fig. 3B). The abnormal firing 

generates a curved front with a free end that propagates 

downwards (Fig. 3C). The original AP moves to the right, 

disappears at the right boundary and the region that was 

initially in refractory state is now ready to accept another AP. 

Then, the free end can propagate on the recovered region 

generating a spiral wave (Fig. 3D). After a spiral wave has 

been generated, if its rotation frequency is faster than the 

stimulation frequency from the sinoatrial node, then the spiral 

wave becomes the new pacemaker of the heart [39]. 

A. Meandering and drift of a spiral wave  

When a spiral wave evolves in excitable media in general, 

its dynamics are ruled by (i) the local conducting mechanisms, 

and; (ii) the heterogeneities of the medium. The former gives 

rise to a phenomenon called meandering, whereas the later to a 

phenomenon referred to as drift of a spiral wave. 

One way to get a better understanding of meandering and 

drift of a spiral wave, is by studying the evolution of the 

position of its tip. The tip of a spiral wave can be defined in a 

variety of ways and a resume can be found in [2].In this work 

it is considered the tip of the spiral wave as the point over the 

level curve u = 0:5 with zero normal velocity [2]. 
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Fig. 3 Generation of a spiral wave due to ectopic activity. See text for 

details. The black bold line is the contour plot u(x, y, t*) = 0,1. The 

different colored regions represent different levels of refractoriness of 

the medium. The region in white represents the medium completely 

recovered and an AP can be elicited. The region in red is a 

completely unexcitable region as an AP is occurring. The regions in 

orange and clear blue have a very low excitability level. The region 

in dark blue is more excitable and an AP might propagate in this 

region. The arrows point the direction of wave propagation. (x and y 

are in cm) 

 
Fig. 4 Tip trajectories of the spiral waves obtained with Eqns. (2), 

with uc = 0.13 and varying the parameter τd from 0.34 to 0.43. An 

increase in the value τd implies a reduction in the excitability of the 
medium. 

A.1 Meandering of a Spiral Wave 

In Fig. 4, different tip trajectories of spiral waves 

corresponding to different values of τd are shown. The value τd 
controls the speed at which the depolarizing ions enter to the 

cell and is a measure of the excitability of the cell [2], [41]. An 

increase in the value τd implies a reduction in the excitability 

of the medium. When τd = 0:43 the tip of the spiral wave 

traces a circumference. When the value of τd is reduced to 
0.425 the radius of the circular trajectory is reduced. However, 

when the value of τd is reduced to about 0.415 the trajectory is 
no longer circular but a curve that resembles an epitrochoid 

(Fig. 5B). Decreasing the value of τd increases the radius R 

(Fig. 5B)  of the epitrochoidal trajectory. For τd = 0.3965 the 
value of R tends to infinity obtaining a trochoidal trajectory 

(Epitrochoid with R = ∞). For smaller values of τd the tip 
trajectory resembles an hypotrochoid of radius R (Fig. 5A). 

For values less than τd=0.34 deformations of hypotrochoidal 
trajectories are obtained (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 5 (A) An hypotrochoid and; (B) an epitrochoid From [40] 

 

The phenomenon shown in Fig. 4, is called meandering of 

the tip trajectory or meandering. In order to understand the 

mechanisms behind meandering it is necessary to study the 

recovery regions when the spiral wave is propagating in the 

medium. In Fig. 6, it is shown the contour of the variable u(x, 

y, t*) = 0.1 for a particular time t* (Labeled bold line in Fig. 

6B); Also, are shown different regions corresponding to the 

level of recovery of the medium, given by the variable v in 

Eqns. 2, plotted also for the time t*. The region in black means 

that the region is completely unexcitable (v in this case is close 

to zero); As the region becomes clearer, the value of v gets 

closer to 1 and therefore the region is able to accept more 

easily another AP. The line in blue is the trajectory followed 

by the tip for a time interval around t*.In Figures 4 and 6, it is 

shown that the trajectory of the tip of the spiral wave has high 

and low curvature in an alternate and periodic fashion. The 

part with high curvature is referred to as a petal, whereas the 

part with low curvature, an arc. In Fig. 6A, the tip is tracing a 

petal, whereas in Fig. 6B, an arc.In Fig. 6A, it is shown the 

spiral wave at the time where the tip is tracing a petal. In this 

case, the front that is close to the tip (blue dot filled in white) 

of the wave, propagates through a region that is almost 

completely recovered giving a maximum in the curvature of 

the trajectory. A different scenario occurs in Fig. 6B, where 

the tip is tracing an arc. Here, it is clear that the front close to 

the tip of the spiral propagates through a region that is not 

completely recovered. This causes the front to propagate in 

another direction, where the medium is more excitable. This 

deviation generates the low curvature part of the trajectory or 

the arc. This process occurs periodically and the trajectory 

shown in Fig. 6 is obtained. 

 Fig. 6 Propagation of a spiral wave generated with Eqns. (2) with τd 
= 0.3965. The line in blue represents the trajectory of the tip. The 

different colored regions represent different levels of refractoriness 

given by the v variable. For v close to 0 (black), the region is in its 

maximum level of refractoriness and an AP cannot be elicited here. 

For v ≈1 (white), the region is almost or totally recovered and an AP 
can be elicited in this region. (A) Formation of a petal; (B) Formation 

of an arc. The blue dot filled in white, is the location of the tip of the 

spiral 
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In order to give an explanation about the occurrence of the 

different trajectories obtained in Fig. 4, we use the information 

of the previous paragraph and the facts that (i) 1/τd is the speed 
at which the Na ions enter to the cell to depolarize it. For 

shorter τd the ions enter faster to the cell, and; (ii) from Eqns. 

(2), changing the value of τd does not affect the threshold 
value uth. 

Consider the case shown in Fig. 6, where τd = 0.3965, ie, 
when the tip trajectory is trochoidal. In Fig. 6A, a petal is 

being traced. When the value of _d is reduced then the flux of 

Na ions (In Eqns. (2), Ifi is carried by Na ions) is increased. 

Therefore, the larger amount per time unit of ions with a 

constant diffusion coefficient, makes that the spiral wave will 

trace a petal with larger curvature than in the case with τd = 
0.3965. In the same way, it will follow that the front of the 

spiral wave will reach its own tail before than the case with τd 
= 0.3965. Therefore, it is obtained an hypotrochoidal 

trajectory like the one shown in Fig. 4 with τd = 0:37. A 
similar argument follows for epitrochoidal trajectories. 

 

A. 2 Drift of a Spiral Wave 

Drift of a spiral wave is a directed change of its location 

with time in response to perturbations [42]. There are different 

ways in which drift might occur and a complete list can be 

found in [42]. In this work we focus on two different ways in 

which drift occurs (Fig. 7). In Fig. 7A, it is shown the drift of 

a spiral wave due to the presence of inhomogeneities. Initially, 

we considered a spiral wave with τd = 0:43. With this choice 

of τd, the tip of the spiral wave traces a circumference. After 

some integration time, we changed the value of τd to 0.39 for  

y < 0. The result of this change in the value of τd is shown in 
Fig. 7A. In the figure, it is observed that the tip trajectory no 

longer traces a circumference but a trajectory that resembles a 

spring. When the tip is far from the interphase y = 0, the 

trajectory traces the usual circumference. However, when the 

tip hits the region above y = 0, the curvature generated is 

higher than the curvature below y = 0 due to the decrease in 

τd. This causes a drift of the position of the center of the 
circumference. It follows that the trajectory moves along the 

line y = 0 where there is a difference in τd between the two 
phases. 

 
Fig. 7 Drift of a spiral wave due to (A) Inhomogeneities in the 

medium, and; (B) Interaction with a boundary. In (A) τd = 0.43 for    

y > 0 and τd = 0.39 for y < 0 
 

In Fig. 7B, it is shown the drift of a spiral wave due to the 

presence of a boundary. In this case, when a spiral wave with 

a circular tip trajectory gets close enough to a boundary, there 

is an increase in the curvature of the trajectory giving as a 

consequence drift of the center of the circular trajectory. 

Therefore, the trajectory drifts along the boundary. The 

physical mechanism by which the gain in curvature of the 

trajectory is observed, is apparently as follows: The 

impermeable boundary prevents the spread of the current 

produced by the spreading wavefront, which is equivalent to 

local rise in the excitability of the medium close to the 

boundary [22], and therefore an increase in the curvature of 

the trajectory (Subsection A.1). 

V. PARTIALLY EXCITABLE OBSTACLES 

Partially excitable obstacles are inhomogeneities in the 

tissue that originate from changes in single-cell properties 

such as the conductance of ion channels [18]. Such 

inhomogeneities can arise from damaged or scar tissue [7], 

when a lesion is created via ablation [10] or by regional 

hyperkalemia [19]. These changes affect the propagation 

speed of the pulse [24], the action potential duration [18], [41], 

[43] and prolong recovery of excitability after the occurrence 

of an action potential [19]. 

 
Fig. 8 Tip trajectories of spiral waves obtained with Equations (2) 

with a partially excitable circular obstacle (A) τd = 0:38 outside the 

circular obstacle and τd = 0.43 inside, r = 4; (B) τd = 0.43 outside the 

obstacle and τd = 0.38 inside, r = √4.5 
 

The stability of spiral waves depending on inhomogeneities 

in the medium has been studied by Shajahan [18] and Xie 

[19]. In this work, we focus on partially excitable obstacles of 

circular shape. A pair of simulations is shown in Fig. 8. In 

Figure 8A, τd = 0.38 outside the circular obstacle and τd = 0.43 
inside. The radius of the obstacle is r = 4. 

In the previous section, the tip of the spiral wave followed 

the boundary between the two regions. In Figure 8A, it is 

shown that the trajectory also follows such boundary, which 

corresponds to the boundary of the inhomogeneity. In this 

case, it is shown that the tip traces a curve that resembles an 

hypotrochoid. In the case where the value of τd is inverted, i.e. 

τd = 0.43 outside the inhomogeneity and τd = 0.38 inside, with 

a radius r =√4.5, we obtain the trajectory shown in Fig. 8B. 
Here, the trajectory obtained resembles an epitrochoid. This 

last result has been presented in [42] within a frame of drift 

due to inhomogeneities where inside the obstacle the 

refractory period is longer than outside. 

Now, consider varying the radius of the obstacle. In Fig. 9 

we present the results of considering the two cases presented 

in Fig. 8. In the top row, we show the case when the trajectory 

resembles a hypotrochoid. In order to obtain these trajectories, 

we took τd = 0:43 inside the obstacle, such that inside the 
obstacle the trajectory is circular. 
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Fig. 9 Trajectories obtained with Eqns. (2) with a partially excitable 

circular obstacle and different radii. The red circle in each case, 

represents the boundary of the obstacle. Top row: τd = 0:38 outside 

the circular obstacle and τd = 0.43 inside. Circular and 

hypotrochoidal trajectories are obtained; Bottom row τd = 0:43 

outside the obstacle and τd = 0:38. Epitrochoidal trajectories are 
obtained 

 

Outside the obstacle τd was taken as 0.38, such that the 
trajectory outside is hypotrochoidal. The radius of the obstacle 

is increased from left to right. When the radius of the obstacle 

is less than the radius of the circumference traced by the tip 

trajectory, the trajectory is circular. As the radius of the 

obstacle is increased, the trajectory changes from circular to 

hypotrochoidal. Then, by considering an increase in the radius 

of the obstacle, the circular trajectory experiences a 

bifurcation as the one periodic rotation changes to a two 

period rotation. This result was reported by Mikhailov et al. 

[44] where a circular domain with no flux boundary conditions 

was considered. 

In the bottom row of Fig. 9 is shown the case when the 

trajectory traces an epitrochoid. In this case, if we take a 

smaller radius, an epitrochoidal trajectory remains even by 

taking R tending to zero. Additionally to this result, it is also 

clear that by considering partially excitable obstacles it is 

possible to obtain the case of an epitrochoidal trajectory with 

R = ∞ and therefore a transition between the hypotrochoidal 
and epitrochoidal cases. Just like the case of meandering 

discussed in subsection A.1. 

The results presented in the top row of Figure 9, have a 

completely different meaning from those presented in [44]. As 

an example, consider the tip trajectory shown in Fig. 10, 

which corresponds to the upper left case shown in Fig. 9. 

Initially, the tip of the spiral wave is located outside of the 

obstacle. Because τd = 0.38 outside the obstacle, an 

hypotrochoid is obtained. However, as soon as the trajectory 

hits the obstacle, the tip of the spiral wave gets trapped by the 

obstacle and the trajectory becomes circular (Fig. 10). 

 
Fig. 10 τd = 0.38 outside τd = 0.43 inside the obstacle. The radius of 
the obstacle is r = 1. The simulation was done in the domain Ω =[-7. 

7] × [-7, 7], but a zoom of the region of interest is shown. x and y in 
cm 

 

Therefore, in this section we have shown that 

heterogeneities in the conducting properties of the medium 

can give different results. (i) If inside the obstacle we take a 

value of τd
1
 such that the tip trajectory is a circumference of 

radius r1 and outside the obstacle the value of τd is less than 

τd
2 
< τd

1
 where τd

2 
gives a circular trajectory with radius r2 < 

r1, then if the radius of the obstacle is r є [r2; r1] then a circular 

tip trajectory due to the interaction between the tip of the 

spiral wave and the obstacle is obtained. Clearly, this case 

includes the situation of having an epitrochoidal or 

hypotrochiodal trajectory outside the obstacle (with the values 

of τd given in Fig. 4). (ii) Under the same conditions as above 
but the radius r of the obstacle larger than r1, then the trapped 

trajectory will trace a hypotrochoid. Observe that in this 

regime, we can obtain a transition from epitrochoidal (given 

by meandering) to hypotrochoidal trajectory (given by drift of 

the spiral wave). (iii) Finally, when the values of τd inside and 
outside the obstacle are reverted, what is obtained is an 

epitrochoidal trajectory. 

It is important to observe that two periodic rotations, named 

epitrochoidal and hypotrochoidal trajectories, and transitions 

from circular to hypotrochoidal regimes, are also obtained 

through drift. Therefore, the presence of partially excitable 

obstacles in cardiac tissue may induce the existence of 

trajectories that mimic the meandering behavior. 

VI. NON-EXCITABLE OBSTACLES 

Obstacles in cardiac tissue have been modeled with regions 

where the zero flux condition is imposed [7, 9, 10, 18, 34,36]. 

Arteries [9] and the natural orifices in the atria, [10] are 

examples of this type of obstacles. Also, these obstacles can 

be artificially generated in experimental preparations by 

making cuts in the tissue [45, 12]. 
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The interaction of spiral waves with non excitable obstacles 

has been considered by different authors [7], [9], [10], 

[12],[18], [34], [36]. Of particular interest is the work by Ikeda 

[12], where it is observed that when a spiral wave attaches to 

an obstacle, a transition between two different classes of 

arrhythmias is observed. 

 
Fig. 11 Drift of a spiral wave around a circular obstacle. τd = 0.426, 

radius r = 1.7 

 

In the present section we extend the results observed by 

Ikeda [12] and show that the presence of non excitable 

obstacles, just as the partially excitable ones, can stabilize or 

destabilize spiral wave dynamics. Initially, it is considered a 

spiral wave in the circular regime (τd = 0.426), with a circular 
obstacle with radius r = 1.7 and center in the origin. In this 

regime, we placed the tip of the spiral wave near the obstacle. 

The result is shown in Fig. 11. In this situation, it is observed 

that the spiral rotates and at the same time starts moving 

around the obstacle. Due to the drift at an impermeable 

boundary plus the circular shape of the obstacle, it is observed 

that the tip of the spiral traces a curve very similar to an 

epitrochoid. Therefore, the presence of a circular obstacle, has 

changed the simple rotation of the spiral wave into a two 

periodic rotation. This phenomenon, was observed for 

obstacles of all sizes above mesh partition. The speed of the 

drift was a decreasing function of the radius. 
 

Fig. 12 Interaction of a spiral wave in the epirtrochoidal regime with 

a circular obstacle, for different integration times. The arrow points at 

the place where the trajectory starts. (A) shows the trajectory of the 

spiral wave meandering; (B) the spiral wave hits the obstacle and 

bounces, and; (C) the spiral wave hits the obstacle and gets anchored. 

Note the difference in the frequency of excitation between (A)-(B) 

and (C) 
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In our second experiment, we considered a spiral wave in 

the epitrochoidal regime (τd = 0.405). In the same way, we 
placed the spiral wave in such way that the tip of the spiral 

interacts with the obstacle. The results are shown in Fig. 12. In 

the figure, it is shown a spiral wave in the epitrochoidal 

regime interacting with the circular obstacle at different 

integration times. In Figs. 12A,B, it is shown that the spiral 

wave traces an epitrochoid. As soon as the spiral wave hits the 

boundary, the tip trajectory changes its direction due to the 

boundary effects [21], [22].  

In the figure, it is shown that the tip of the spiral wave hits 

the boundary four times. In the first three interactions, it is 

observed that the spiral bounces at the obstacle. However, in 

the fourth interaction it is observed that the spiral wave 

attaches to the obstacle (Fig. 12C). A major consequence 

obtained is that the two frequency rotation given by the 

epitrochoidal regime, changes after a transient, to a simple 

rotation given by the circular regime. 

The change from the two rotation period to simple rotation 

was due to attachment of the spiral wave to the obstacle [20]. 

However, this experiment raises different questions. When the 

tip of the spiral hits the obstacle, why in some cases bouncing 

is observed and then attachment?, Does attachment always 

occur? Does attachment depend on the size of the radius of the 

obstacle?, How long it takes to a spiral to attach to the 

obstacle? To answer these questions is a very difficult task. 

In order to show the complexity of this problem, we 

consider a previous analysis done in [21]. We interact the tip 

of spiral waves in the trochoidal regime (R = ∞ in Fig.5) with 
a  flat boundary. With these settings we remove the effect of 

the curvature of the obstacle and the curvature of the 

epitrochoidal and hypotrochoidal regimes. We took initial 

conditions such that the trajectory had an incident angle θi 

with respect to the boundary (Fig. 13A). 

When the tip of a spiral wave interacts with a boundary, 

there are two possible outcomes. The tip of the spiral wave 

bounces at the boundary as in Fig. 13A, or disappears at the 

boundary, in which case the spiral wave also disappears from 

the domain [21]. When considering obstacles, the effect of 

bouncing is the same for a boundary and for the obstacle.  

However, the effect of annihilation at a boundary becomes 

attachment of the spiral wave to the obstacle [20]. In Fig. 13B, 

we show the probability of annihilation of a spiral wave at the 

boundary as a function of the incident angle, following the 

procedure in [21]. From the Figure, it is clear that for θi є [0
o
, 

60
o
]∪[160o, 180o] the tip of the spiral wave bounces at the 

boundary. For θi є (60
o
, 160

o
) in some cases, there was 

observed bouncing but also annihilation. As we increase the 

value of θi from 60
o
 to 140

o
, there is an increase in the 

proportion of spiral waves that annihilate at the boundary. For 

θi = 140
o
 all the trajectories considered in the simulations 

disappeared at the boundary giving annihilation. From there, 

as the value of θi is increased up to θi = 160
o
, the proportion of 

spirals that bounced at the boundary increased again. 

Based on the previous information, we run several examples 

in the epitrochoidal regime (τd = 0.405) as the one shown in 
Fig. 12. We considered obstacles with three different radius, 

 
 

Fig. 13 (A) Interaction of a spiral wave in the trochoidal regime (R = 

∞ in Fig. 5, τd = 0.3965) with a boundary. θi is the angle of incidence. 

In this case, the tip of the spiral wave bounces at the boundary. (B) 

Probability of annihilation of the spiral wave at the boundary for a 

particular angle of incidence θi 

 

r = 0.8, r = 1.1 and r = 1.7. From there, we took all the cases 

where attachment of the spiral wave to the obstacle was 

obtained. It was observed from this numerical experiment that 

the angles at which attachment occurred, ranged from 10
o
 to 

100
o
. From this observation and from Fig. 13B, it is shown 

that for incident angles θi є [10
o
, 60

o
], annihilation at the at 

boundary is not possible, but attachment to the circular 

obstacle is possible. 

The phenomenon of obtaining attachment for angles θi that in 

the at boundary gave bouncing might be expected from the 

studies in [20], [46], where a spiral wave in the trochoidal 

regime interacted with the face of a square shaped obstacle. In 

these studies, it is shown that a spiral wave that would 

experience bouncing in a flat boundary, will experience 

attachment to the obstacle, as the interaction of the spiral wave 

takes place near a corner of the obstacle. 

Therefore, when we consider a circular obstacle, the 

interactions of the tip of the spiral wave with the obstacle can 

be thought as the interaction of the tip of a spiral with a 
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smoothed corner of a square shaped obstacle. This explains 

why attachment is observed for angles less than θi = 60
o
 

observed in the simulations. 

Attachment to the circular obstacle was observed to happen 

with angles θi between 10
o
 to 100

o
. This does not imply that 

attachment is not possible for θi outside this range of values. 

In fact, from the simulations, the interaction of the spiral wave 

with the obstacle rarely occurs with angles greater than 100
o
. 

This basically happens because we are considering 

epitrochoidal trajectories. If we consider hypotrochoidal 

trajectories, then interactions will take place mostly with 

angles above 90
o
. 

A. More complex dynamics 

The interaction of a meandering spiral wave with an obstacle 

has diffeerent outcomes. In Fig. 14A, we show how complex 

dynamics can be. We took a spiral wave in the epitrochoidal 

regime such that the tip touches the obstacle and bounces at it. 

The dynamics of the tip trajectory are shown in Fig. 14A. 

From the figure it is clear that the trajectory hits the obstacle 

repeatedly following no visible pattern. As seen in the figure, 

there is no attachment of the spiral to the obstacle for large 

time integrations. Clearly, the activation of the tissue is 

completely irregular and might be considered as being in a 

fibrillatory regime. 

When we consider an obstacle of a very small size, and an 

epitrochoidal trajectory, it is observed that the trajectory 

follows a more stable pattern (Fig. 14B). In this case, the 

trajectory gets close to the obstacle periodically and it can be 

said that it happens each time the trajectory traces an 

epitrochoid. As soon as the tip of the trajectory gets close to 

the obstacle, the boundary effects induce an increase in the 

curvature of the trajectory, producing drift of the spiral wave. 

It is important to note that the increase in the curvature is very 

small as the size of the obstacle is also very small. This small 

perturbation in the tip trajectory allows the trajectory to 

preserve the epitrochoidal trajectory as opposed in what is 

shown in Fig. 14A. 

In this section, we have shown that obstacles might act as a 

switch between the one and two periodic rotations. Therefore, 

it follows that the presence of obstacles does not necessarily 

induce a more stable regime in the spiral wave. Moreover, if 

the spiral wave is in the epitrochoidal regime, the result might 

be (i) A transition to a simple rotation scheme; (ii) A transition 

to a more complex pattern, and; (iii) if the radius of the 

obstacle is small enough, a transition to a three period rotation.  

VII. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 

In this work, it was considered the interaction of spiral 

waves in the circular and meandering regime with partially 

and non excitable obstacles of circular shape. The aim was to 

understand the transitions that occur between three different 

regimes: the circular, the epitrochoidal and the hypotrochoidal. 

The presence of a spiral wave in the circular regime, provides 

a periodic stimulation of the tissue in a more stable fashion 

than the other two regimes, as only one excitation frequency is 

 
Fig. 14 Tip trajectories traced by a spiral wave solution of Eqns. (2) 

when a circular obstacle is imposed (A) The trajectory does not 

follow a regular pattern; (B) When the size of the obstacle is small 

enough a three periodic trajectory is obtained 

 

present. When a spiral wave attaches to an obstacle the 

arrhythmic regime is the same as is the tip of a spiral wave 

were tracing a circle.  

When partially excitable obstacles were considered (Section 

V), it was shown that the presence of such inhomogeneities 

induced the appearance of epitrochoidal and hypotrochoidal 

trajectories, commonly associated to meandering. This implies 

that epitrochoidal and hypotrochoidal trajectories might arise 

due to meandering or drift. It is important to point out that tip 

trajectories obtained with meandering, like linear trajectories 

[2], were not obtained with drift. Nonetheless it is important to 

understand the nature of these trajectories to apply the proper 

procedure to remove them. 

Transitions between different spiral wave regimes were 

obtained when an obstacle was placed in the medium 

(Sections V and VI). In Section V, tip trajectories changed 

from epitrochoidal or hypotrochoidal to circular ones. Also, 

the reversed process might be obtained, i.e. circular 

trajectories can switch to epitrochoidal or hypotrochoidal 

trajectories. 
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Finally, transitions from epitrochoidal to hypotrochoidal 

might also be obtained. On the other hand, in Section VI, it 

was shown that the presence of an obstacle, might act as a 

switch between two different arrhythmic regimes. (i) Simple 

rotating spirals changed to a two period meandering spiral 

wave; (ii) Two periodic meandering spiral waves changed to 

(a) simple rotating spiral; (b) Three periodic meandering spiral 

wave and; (c) More complex trajectory with no regular pattern 

associated. 

In general, it was shown that the presence of 

inhomogeneities in the medium not only stabilizes the spiral 

wave dynamics as shown in [12], [14], [16] but also might 

generate more complex dynamics, which implies that the 

presence of obstacles might induce a more dangerous 

arrhythmic regime than the one without the obstacle. 

Drift of a spiral wave had been considered only for planar 

boundaries [22] and inside circular domains [44]. In this work, 

it was presented the drift of a spiral wave around a circular 

obstacle which was not previously reported. Up to now, there 

are still missing conditions for general shape obstacles that 

allow drift of the spiral wave around the obstacle, when the 

spiral tip traces a circle. A similar analysis for partially 

excitable obstacles is missing. i.e. which geometric properties 

must have an obstacle such that the tip trajectory of a spiral 

wave will follow its boundary? 

The study of attachment of meandering spiral waves to non-

excitable obstacles is a very difficult task, as there is not a 

clear a pattern that relates the radius of the obstacle and the 

radius of the epitrochoid. Also, it is still the question of 

studying which type of trajectory, epitrochoidal or 

hypotrochoidal, will attach more easily to an obstacle of a 

given size. In this work it was not considered the study of 

hypotrochoidal trajectories and non-excitable obstacles as the 

original study was to establish conditions to consider an 

obstacle as a switch between the circular and epitrochoidal 

regime. 
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